Softball takes home opener

(Continued from page 12)

The 2-0 lead held, compliments of Robinson's work on the mound and some big plays in the field by a flawless Engineer defense. In the fourth, Kelly speared a drive destined for right field by a flawless Engineer defense. In the fourth, Kelly speared a drive destined for right field and made the throw to first for the final out.

Extra innings: In two games, Jandura leads the team in hitting with a .714 average. Anderson is second at .571. Robinson had a 13-inning scoreless streak broken when Raymond fielded on one hop by a flawless Engineer defense. In the fourth, Kelly speared a drive destined for right field by a flawless Engineer defense. In the fourth, Kelly speared a drive destined for right field and made the throw to first for the final out.
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